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Over the centuries throughout the world, women have struggled for equality and basic rights. Their
challenge in the Middle East has intensified given the rise of a political Islam that too often condemns
women’s empowerment as Western cultural imperialism or anti-Islamic. In Paradise Beneath Her Feet,
Isobel Coleman shows how Muslim women and men are fighting back with progressive
interpretations of Islam to support women’s rights in a growing movement of Islamic feminism.
In this book, Dr. Coleman journeys through the strategic crescent of the greater Middle East—Saudi
Arabia, Iraq, Iran, Afghanistan, and Pakistan—to reveal how activists are working within the tenets of
Islam to create economic, political, and educational opportunities for women. She argues that these
efforts are critical to bridging the conflict between those championing reform and those seeking to
oppress women in the name of religious tradition. Success will bring greater stability and prosperity to
the Middle East and stands to transform the region.

The Council on Foreign Relations Academic Initiative is designed to connect educators and students
at the college and graduate level with CFR’s research and nonpartisan analysis. For more information, visit
www.cfr.org/educators.

Dr. Coleman highlights a number of Muslim women and men who are among the most influential
Islamic feminist thinkers, and illuminates the on-the-ground experiences of women who are driving
change. These quiet revolutionaries are using Islamic feminism to change the terms of religious
debate—to fight for women’s rights within Islam instead of against it.
This book is suitable for the following types of courses:


Introduction to Islam/Muslim societies



Introduction to the Greater Middle East



Sustainable development and development economics



Women’s rights, feminism, gender equality in the world

Discussion Questions
Courses on Islam/Muslim Societies
1. Can Islam be compatible with women’s rights?
2. What role is Islamic feminism playing in contemporary debates?
3. How is Islamic feminism evolving?
4. What role does the West play in Islamic feminism?
5. What role do men play in Islamic feminism?
6. What is the relationship between Islamic feminism and sharia?
7. How are women using ijtihad to advance their rights?
8. What is the relationship of women’s rights within Islam to a broader reform movement within
Islam?

Courses on the Greater Middle East
1. What is the current status of women in the Middle East? How does women’s status vary across countries?
2. Where in the Middle East have women made gains? Where have they lost ground?
3. How and why are women using Islam to promote their rights?
4. What are the underlying drivers of the changing role of women in the Middle East?
5. Several countries in the greater Middle East have used political quotas to improve women’s
representation in government. Does having more women in government improve women’s rights?
6. Women now outnumber men at the college level in several Middle Eastern countries. What
impact might this have over the longer term?
7. What role does the media play in the Middle East with respect to women’s rights?

Courses on Sustainable Development and Development Economics
1. What do economic indicators (such as those produced by UNESCO, MENA, WHO, World Bank)
reveal about the status of women in the Middle East relative to other regions?
2. What is the link between women’s empowerment and economic growth?
3. What impact will rising levels of female education have on the region?
4. What is the role of the international community in enhancing women’s education, health, and
economic and political access? What should it be?

Courses on Women’s Rights, Feminism, Gender Equality in the World
1. How is Islamic feminism similar to and different from secular feminism?
2. What need, if any, is there for Islamic feminism (as opposed to secular feminism)?
3. How are Islamic feminists and secular feminists working together?
4. How are Islamic feminists driving social change? What success have they achieved?

5. How are women’s movements collaborating across countries?

Further Projects
Op-Ed
Assign students to write an op-ed based on one of the following topics. Assignments should be
evaluated based on the importance of the topic selected, and the clarity and brevity with which the
author presents a specific point of view. Because the op-ed is short, it requires different writing skills
from a conventional term paper—the point must be made in the first or second paragraph, the writing
style is usually more argumentative than in term papers, and the writing style must be simple even as
the ideas advanced are sophisticated. These guidelines will help in focusing the argument—which is
best done before writing—because many students choose arguments that are either too sprawling or
esoteric for good op-eds.


Evaluate the methods being used to bring gender equality to the Middle East—education for
women, economic opportunities, political representation through quota systems, health
programs, etc. How successful has each method been?



Explore the evolution of feminist movements in the Middle East over the past century. How do
modern Islamic feminists compare to feminist movements of the early 20th century?



Assess the ability of Islamic feminism to bring about change in the Middle East.



Compare and contrast secular feminist movements and Islamic feminist movements. Evaluate the
relative strengths and weaknesses of each movement in the Middle East.
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